YOUR SKIN REBORN BEAUTIFUL

WHAT WE DO

OUR STARTING POINT

“I wanted to make something that would help skin
to actually be better; not merely feel or appear better”
Dr Des Fernandes, Scientific Director

This mission and relentless passion for making a positive
change to people’s skin and their lives marked the beginning
of Environ’s journey to creating a beautiful future.

AT OUR CORE
Environ Skin Care exists to keep skin
BEAUTIFULLY HEALTHY-LOOKING for life.
Our vision is to create a world where healthy-looking
skin is the NORM and not the exception by helping you
to take early action and FUTURE-PROOF your skin.
It is through our powerhouse formulations and
highly effective Vitamin STEP-UP SYSTEM™ that our
products help to replenish the key nutrients that skin
needs to be its healthy, resilient best.
By providing real care that helps to make a lasting
and noticeable difference to skin, Environ Skin Care
let’s you #LIVEBEAUTIFULLY without your skin
knowing it or showing it.

HOW WE DO IT
Through the amazingly restorative powers of our unique and
ingenious BEAUTIFUL SCIENCE, we create industry leading skin
care solutions that create #REBORNBEAUTIFUL skin for a lifetime

VITAMIN A
DEFICIENCY

All skin which is
exposed to UV
light suffers from
a localised
vitamin A
deficiency which
is the root cause
of UNHEALTHYLOOKING SKIN.
Wrinkles, laxity,
roughness,
irregular
pigmentation,
elastosis, sallow
skin and sun
spots are
all signs of an
ageing, vitamin
A deficient skin.

HELPS
NORMALISE
SKIN

Skin can only be
brought back to
beautiful by
REPLENISHING
its vitamin A
levels through
topical
application of
vitamin A.
Known as the
SKIN-NORMALIS
ING vitamin, it
stimulates the
skin’s natural
processes
allowing it to
function
optimally.

HELPS
PREVENT
FUTURE
DAMAGE

HELPS
PROMOTE
HEALTHY
GROWTH

Applying
sufficient
Vitamin A to skin
every day, helps
to boost skin’s
IMMUNITY which
assists in
promoting the
formation of
more resilient
skin cells which
are better
equipped
to help prevent
future damage.

Vitamin A helps
to boost skin’s
overall HEALTH
and WELLNESS,
therefore
promoting the
growth of
healthier skin
cells – from the
inside out.

SKIN REBORN BEAUTIFUL
With these 5 star benefits and Environ’s industry-leading Vitamin
STEP-UP SYSTEM™, your skin can be reborn to look healthy and
beautiful for a lifetime.

